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Annie Lyn Bravo  
Editor-in-Chief  
*BMC Cancer*

Dear Editor, Annie

We are pleased to submit the revised version of our manuscript:  
“Immunohistochemical analysis of cancer stem cells in pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients after neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy”

We are very grateful to you that I had a peer review of this manuscript.

We have revised the manuscript according to the comments from editors.

We now hope that our paper will be suitable for publication in *BMC Cancer* and look forward to hearing from you concerning your editorial decision.

Sincerely yours,

Tatsuzo Mizukami

Department of Gastroenterology Surgery I,  
Graduate School of Medicine, Hokkaido University.

e-mail: mizukami4977@yahoo.co.jp
Response to the Editorial Comments

1. Please can you provide separate figure legends for each figure after your references and additional file legends for both additional files. Please carefully follow our guidelines…

Reply 1: We are very sorry for not following your guidelines. Additional figures are not necessarily important, so we removed figures and figure legends from our manuscript and have changed the text as follows “Regarding the prognosis in the NACRT group, there are no significant differences in DFS and OS in almost all CSCs marker except CD133 (data not shown).” (P14 lines 20-22).